EP 8: Work Ethic as a Chapter Officer
Take a moment to recall what your specific chapter officer responsibilities and duties are. Write them in the space below:

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

Work ethic means putting forth your best effort to meet expectations. Describe a time when you applied a strong work ethic to get the job done.

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

In the Work Ethic as an Officer video, we investigated three factors that help us demonstrate a strong work ethic. The first factor is hard work. Below, write your personal definition of hard work.

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________
Working hard can help us manage the responsibilities in the different areas of our lives, such as in our chapter, in school, at home, and possibly a job. In the areas listed below, describe your action plan of how you will work hard to accomplish your goals:

1. I will show discipline by…

2. I will focus on what needs to be accomplished by…

3. I will prioritize tasks and manage my time by…

The second factor discussed in the video is determination. Determination involves persevering toward a goal despite obstacles, being tired, or feeling uninspired. Write a letter of encouragement to yourself below to read when your determination is struggling.
The third factor is to remember that others rely on you to fulfill your responsibilities in ethical ways. Describe what it feels like to know that others expect you to uphold your chapter officer responsibilities. Remember that your chapter officer team and your chapter members are rooting for you to succeed!

As a team, discuss how you will stay motivated and maintain a strong work ethic throughout your year of service. Write your collective ideas in the space below:

Write positive statements below describing how you will encourage one another to maintain a strong work ethic to achieve your chapter officer duties.